
Alumni Annual General Meeting 2022

A wave of excitement buzzed through the Raidighi College campus on December 20th. Not for  
exams or results, but for a moment of collective pride - the inaugural Annual General Meeting of 
the newly formed alumni association! Laughter mingles with nostalgic whispers as familiar faces,  
weathered by time but youthful in spirit, reunite over a sumptuous lunch. The aroma of familiar 
dishes is more than just sustenance; it's a potent memory elixir, conjuring up shared moments in 
sun-drenched classrooms and starlit quadrangles.

The air crackles with anticipation as the newly elected members are presented. These are not merely 
names on a list; they are the chosen torchbearers, entrusted with shaping the future of their beloved 
alma mater. Their diverse paths, forged in the crucible of Raidighi College, now converge with a 
singular purpose: to guide the next generation and nurture the seeds sown within these hallowed 
walls.

The discussions are lively, fueled by passion and a deep-seated understanding of the institution's 
soul.  Should  the  association  focus  on  mentorship,  providing  career  guidance  and  internship 
opportunities? Or perhaps invest  in scholarships and infrastructure upgrades,  leaving a tangible 
legacy for future students? Every voice matters, every suggestion weighs heavy with the knowledge 
that the decisions made today will ripple far beyond the present.

As the sun dips below the horizon, casting long shadows across the campus, a sense of unity settles  
over the gathering. The laughter may cease, but the commitment burns bright. Raidighi College's  
alumni  are  not  just  individuals;  they  are  a  tapestry  woven  from  shared  experiences,  a  force 
dedicated to ensuring that the light of knowledge continues to shine for generations to come. The 
future may be uncertain, but with this united front, Raidighi College's legacy is in safe hands.



The alumni association has been formed


